Visit Fort Wayne and Current Fort Wayne Listing Image Guidelines

Images on Visit Fort Wayne websites will be displayed on a variety of screens across different devices. To make sure your image presents well, please keep the following in mind.

**Image dimensions and file sizes**

- When uploading an image, try to use either 3:2 or 16:9 aspect ratio.
  - 3:2 recommended minimum is **1920x1280px**
  - 16:9 recommended minimum is **1920x1080px**
- The larger the image, the better. However, try to keep images under 500mb.

**Image display and performance**

- Never upload images with text.
  - *If you do, it will not look good or read well. The text is best in the title and description.*
Image Samples

Event Details View

Event Listings – Grid View

Event Listings – List View

Quick View
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